How to find us ....

By car: Within easy reach via motorway A8. Use exit “Rosenheim” and follow the B15 toward Landshut. In the city centre the signposts Parkhaus P2/Kultur + Kongress Zentrum (KU’KO) show you the way to the Congress Center. 140 parking lots (with charge) in the underground garage P2 and 510 additional parking lots are available in P1 or P10 next to the Congress Center. (Please follow the dynamic parking guidance-system)

By bus: Exit Rosenheim = B15 direction Rosenheim-Landshut. At the big crossing (REAL on the left side) you move to the right lane (do not go straight ahead because of a railway subway with a height of only 3.5 metres), taking the by-pass via Miesbacher Straße up to the city sign Rosenheim. After a 270° turn you go straight on, passing 2 traffic lights (Kathrein Skating Stadium on the left side). At the third traffic lights you turn to the left (Reichenbachstraße). Next to Lokschuppen there are 3 parking lots for buses. 2 additional parking lots are in front of the skating stadium.


By plane: Travel time from the International Airport Munich is approximately 60 minutes. Public transport: The station for the S8 municipal train (“S-Bahn”) is located under the central area. Trains depart every 20 minutes. It takes you to Munich East (“Ostbahnhof”) in about 30 minutes. You change the platform and get on the next train to Rosenheim, where you arrive about 30 minutes later. All major car-rentals are available at the Airport. By car it takes you about 60 minutes to go to Rosenheim. You find taxis in front of the terminals. Shuttle service on request.

Travel time from Salzburg or Innsbruck airport is approximately 60 minutes. Please consider flight schedules.